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Gruffudd ap Llywelyn was Wales’ greatest king. Ambitious and battle-sure, he succeeded in doing what no Welsh king before him
was capable of: he ruled all Wales as a united and independent state. He went further by turning the Viking threat to his realm into
a powerful weapon and conquering border land that had been in English hands for centuries. Having emerged as a war leader,
Gruffudd also proved to be much more: a patron of the arts and church, with the trappings of a king who was respected and feared
on the European stage. His eventual murder at the hands of his own men narrowed the country’s political ambitions and left
Wales in chaos on the eve of the arrival of the Normans. Those who betrayed Gruffudd were the forebears of the famous princes
who would dominate Wales until the Edwardian Conquest, meaning that the former king left no one to tell of his glory. As a result,
1,000 years after his birth, the would-be nation builder is all but forgotten. Here, Sean and Michael Davies reveal the king in all his
glory, telling for the first time the story of one of Wales’ greatest figures and exploring the full implications of Gruffudd’s rule. For,
without Gruffudd, the fate of King Harold and the outcome of the Battle of Hastings would have been very different …
Scotland's reputation as a nation proud of its military history betrays the fact that the past is littered with catastrophes and failures.
From the time of the Roman invasions until the Korean War, Scotland's military history is testament to the fact that victories are
always talked up and recorded, but disasters are quietly forgotten. In all some 32 episodes of Scottish battlefield ineptitude are
investigated by journalist Paul Cowan. These are: A Desolation Called Peace: Mons Graupius 83 or 84AD; Dance If You Can:
Falkirk 1298, The Fool Killer: Faughart 1318; The Loser: Vermeuil 1424; Renaissance Man: Flodden 1513; Massacre in Norway:
Kringen 1612; The Death March: Dunbar 1650; The Braw Lads: Namur 1695; The Auld Enemies: Culloden 1746; Death
Prophesied: Ticonderoga 1758; Headless Horror: Fort du Querne 1758; No Tea Party: Boston 1776; King George and
Broadswords: Moore's Creek 1776; Rocketmen: Pollilur 1780; The World Turned Upside Down: Cowpens 1781; The Will of Allah:
El Hamet 1807; The Stonewall Highlanders: New Orleans 1815; Women and Children First: The Birkenhead 1852; Walpole's Folly:
Ruiya 1858; Mountain Madness: Majuba 1881; Highland Humiliation: Magersfontein 1899; In Dublin's Fair City 1914; Infirmary
Blues: Bedford 1914; A Signal Disaster: Gretna 1915; Blooding the Pups: Gully Ravine 1915; Courage is Not Enough: St Valery
1940; The Fighting French: Lebanon 1941; The Fleet of Foot: Hong Kong 1941; The Cossacks: Austria 1945; Malaysian
Massacre: Batang Kali 1948; A Hill in Korea: Nantong River 1950.
For almost three centuries the Royal Scots Greys have had the proud distinction of being Scoland's only regular cavalry regiment,
famed for their distinguished service record from Marlborough's Wars (1702-1713) to World War II. Indeed, the Greys at Waterloo
form one of the most memorable features of military history. With their cry of "Scotland forever!" they charged upon the French
ranks seizing the imperial eagle of the French 45th Regimental. This book also looks at how this traditional cavalry unit struggled
to come to terms with the realities of modern warfare during the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) and World War I. Equipment and
organization used in these combats are all detailed in full and uniforms are shown in full color artwork.
Edward I—one of the outstanding monarchs of the English Middle Ages—pioneered legal and parliamentary change in England,
conquered Wales, and came close to conquering Scotland. A major player in European diplomacy and war, he acted as
peacemaker during the 1280s but became involved in a bitter war with Philip IV a decade later. This book is the definitive account
of a remarkable king and his long and significant reign. Widely praised when it was first published in 1988, it is now reissued with a
new introduction and updated bibliographic guide. Praise for the earlier edition:"A masterly achievement. . . . A work of enduring
value and one certain to remain the standard life for many years."—Times Literary Supplement "A fine book: learned, judicious,
carefully thought out and skillfully presented. It is as near comprehensive as any single volume could be."—History Today "To have
died more revered than any other English monarch was an outstanding achievement; and it is worthily commemorated by this
outstanding addition to the . . . corpus of royal biographies."—Times Education Supplement
King John the Good of France was captured by the English at the Battle of Poitiers in 1356; his 14-year-old son Philip fought
valiantly by his side until the bitter end, and as soon as he was in a position to do so, King John rewarded his son's courage and
devotion by designating him Duke of Burgundy, a title that by chance had just become extinct. Philip was the first of the Valois
Dukes of Burgundy and this fascinating text by Nicholas Michael examines the functioning and organization of the Burgundian
armies from the beginning of his reign until the time of the last of the Valois Dukes: Charles the Bold.
The first major biography of a truly formidable king, whose reign was one of the most dramatic and important of the entire Middle
Ages, leading to war and conquest on an unprecedented scale. Edward I is familiar to millions as "Longshanks," conqueror of
Scotland and nemesis of Sir William Wallace (in "Braveheart"). Yet this story forms only the final chapter of the king's actionpacked life. Earlier, Edward had defeated and killed the famous Simon de Montfort in battle; travelled to the Holy Land; conquered
Wales, extinguishing forever its native rulers and constructing a magnificent chain of castles. He raised the greatest armies of the
Middle Ages and summoned the largest parliaments; notoriously, he expelled all the Jews from his kingdom.The longest-lived of
England's medieval kings, he fathered fifteen children with his first wife, Eleanor of Castile, and, after her death, he erected the
Eleanor Crosses—the grandest funeral monuments ever fashioned for an English monarch. In this book, Marc Morris examines
afresh the forces that drove Edward throughout his relentless career: his character, his Christian faith, and his sense of England's
destiny—a sense shaped in particular by the tales of the legendary King Arthur. He also explores the competing reasons that led
Edward's opponents (including Robert Bruce) to resist him. The result is a sweeping story, immaculately researched yet
compellingly told, and a vivid picture of medieval Britain at the moment when its future was decided.
Covers more than 1000 rulers and two millennia of history
Panoramic, transnational history of the Falklands War and its imperial dimensions, which explores how a minor squabble
mushroomed into war.
"This book on English campaigns and methods of fighting in the later Middle Ages brings us into contact not only with the English
but also with the Scots, the Welsh and the French." - Dust jacket.
The late 13th century witnessed the conquest of Wales after two hundred years of conflict between Welsh princes and the English
crown. In 1282 Llywelyn ap Gruffudd, the only native Prince of Wales to be formally acknowledged by a King of England, was slain
by English forces. His brother Dafydd continued the fight, but was eventually captured and executed. Further revolts followed
under Rhys ap Maredudd, a former crown ally, and Madog ap Llywelyn, a kinsman of the defeated lords of Gwynedd. The Welsh
wars were a massive undertaking for the crown, and required the mobilization of all resources. Edward’s willingness to direct the
combined power of the English state and church against the Prince of Wales, to an unprecedented degree, resulted in a victory
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that had eluded all of his predecessors. This latest study of the Welsh wars of Edward I will draw upon recently translated archive
material, allowing a fresh insight into military and political events. Edward’s personal relationship with Welsh leaders is also
reconsidered. Traditionally, the conquest is dated to the fall of Llywelyn in December 1282, but this book will argue that Edward
was not truly the master of Wales until 1294. In the years between those two dates he broke the power of the great Marcher lords
and crushed two further large-scale revolts against crown authority. After 1294 he was able to exploit Welsh manpower on a
massive scale. His successors followed the same policy during the Scottish wars and the Hundred Years War. Edward enjoyed
considerable support among the ‘uchelwyr’ or Welsh gentry class, many of whom served him as diplomats and spies as well as
military captains. This aspect of the king’s complex relationship with the Welsh will also feature.
The Anglo-French war of 1294-1303 has not been the subject of a major study since the early 1900s. Recent histories tend to treat
it as a sideshow compared to Edward I's wars in Wales and Scotland, which gives a false impression. In reality the Welsh and
Scottish campaigns were distractions, and Edward regarded the war against France as his main focus. The main issue at stake
was the defence and recovery of Aquitaine, the last substantial piece of the so-called 'Angevin empire'. To that end Edward spent
enormous sums of money on recruiting allies in the Low Countries and the Holy Roman Empire. His rival, Philip IV, also recruited
allies to counter Edward's alliance, until the conflict engulfed much of Western Europe. The result was a series of military
stalemates, demonstrating that England and France could not achieve outright victory in a head-to-head conflict. This book seeks
to place the war in its proper context and significance, and to trace the roots of it all the way back to the creation of the Angevin
empire in the mid-12th century. It also argues that the war of 1294-1303 was a vital step on the road to the more famous conflict
we remember as the Hundred Years War.
Galloglass, from the Gaelic gall_glaigh for 'young foreign warriors', were mercenaries from the Western Isles of Scotland who
fought in the retinues of Irish magnates from the mid-13th century until the early 17th century. Without question, galloglass are
among the most visually impressive warriors of all time: they were sketched by Albrecht D_rer, were mentioned by Shakespeare,
and were discussed with awe and amazement in the correspondence of all the leading Elizabethan soldiers who served in Ireland.
Thousands fought in Ireland, and yet so far there has been only one detailed account of the galloglass, and this work concentrates
on the clan and family structures of the galloglass, and not their experience as warriors. This book provides the first detailed
military history of these fearsome warriors.
The Bruces of fourteenth-century Scotland were formidable and enthusiastic warriors. Whilst much has been written about events
as they happened in Scotland during the chaotic years of the first part of the fourteenth century, England's war with Robert the
Bruce profoundly affected the whole of the British Isles. Scottish raiders struck deep into the heartlands of Yorkshire and
Lancashire; Robert's younger brother, Edward Bruce, was proclaimed King of Ireland and came close to subduing the country; the
Isle of Man was captured and a Welsh sea-port was raided; and in the North Sea Scots allied with German and Flemish pirates to
cripple England's vital wool trade and disrupt its war effort.Packed with detail and written with a strong and involving narrative
thread, this is the first book to link up the various theatres of war and discuss the effect of the wars of the Bruces outside Scotland.
In 1277 the recently crowned king of England, Edward I, invaded Wales; his army, large for the time, was none the less modest by
his later standards. Most of his countrymen had not been on active service outside the realm for twenty years and more, if at all,
yet over the course of the following four decades, up to the battle of Bannockburn in 1314, they would be called upon to fight in
four different theatres of war: in Wales, Gascony, Flanders and Scotland. Although the identities of many of the men who fought in
these wars, particularly those of the thousands of peasant foot soldiers, will never be known, the names of a large proportion of the
men-at-arms can be located in the records of central government. This book utilises these sources - pay-rolls, horse inventories,
wardrobe books and others - to examine the military careers and activities of these men-at-arms, focusing on five main themes:
mobilisation; military command; service patterns among the gentry; retinues and their composition; and 'feudal' service. Dr DAVID
SIMPKIN is Research Associate at the University of Reading.
This book traces the background to the Treaty of Union of 1707, explains why it happened and assesses its impact on Scottish
society, including the bitter struggle with the Jacobites for acceptance of the union in the two decades that followed its inaugur
Osprey's study of William Wallace's rebellion in the First War of the Wars of Scottish Independence (1296-1357). The death of the
last of the Scottish royal house of Canmore in 1290 triggered a succession crisis. Attempts to undermine Scottish independence
by King Edward I of England sparked open rebellion culminating in an English defeat at the hands of William Wallace at Stirling
Bridge in 1297. Edward gathered an army, marched north and at Falkirk on 22 July 1298 he brought Wallace's army to battle.
Amid accusations of treachery, Wallace's spearmen were slaughtered by Edward's longbowmen, then charged by the English
cavalry and almost annihilated. In 1305 Wallace was captured and executed, but the flame of rebellion he had ignited could not be
extinguished.
This a very readable narrative of a momentous episode in British history. Former studies of this topic concentrate upon events in
Scotland, but England's war with Robert Bruce profoundly affected the whole of the British Isles. Biographies have appeared of the
various leading personalities involved, but no-one has hitherto attempted to link up the various theatres of war in a comprehensive
study. The effects of the Bruce wars outside Scotland have never before been systematically examined; and the attempt to
establish a 'pan-celtic alliance' deserves its reassessment. The emphasis on the wider implications of the war is justified by the
fact that the vast bulk of the archive material relating to the war emanates from the English royal government which was unable to
operate in Scotland from 1311.
In the summer of 1745, Charles Edward Stuart, the grandson of England's King James II, landed on the western coast of Scotland
intending to overthrow George II and restore the Stuart family to the throne. He gathered thousands of supporters, and the
insurrection he led—the Jacobite Rising of 1745—was a crisis not only for Britain but for the entire British Empire. Rebellion and
Savagery examines the 1745 rising and its aftermath on an imperial scale. Charles Edward gained support from the clans of the
Scottish Highlands, communities that had long been derided as primitive. In 1745 the Jacobite Highlanders were denigrated both
as rebels and as savages, and this double stigma helped provoke and legitimate the violence of the government's anti-Jacobite
campaigns. Though the colonies stayed relatively peaceful in 1745, the rising inspired fear of a global conspiracy among Jacobites
and other suspect groups, including North America's purported savages. The defeat of the rising transformed the leader of the
army, the Duke of Cumberland, into a popular hero on both sides of the Atlantic. With unprecedented support for the maintenance
of peacetime forces, Cumberland deployed new garrisons in the Scottish Highlands and also in the Mediterranean and North
America. In all these places his troops were engaged in similar missions: demanding loyalty from all local inhabitants and
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advancing the cause of British civilization. The recent crisis gave a sense of urgency to their efforts. Confident that "a free people
cannot oppress," the leaders of the army became Britain's most powerful and uncompromising imperialists. Geoffrey Plank argues
that the events of 1745 marked a turning point in the fortunes of the British Empire by creating a new political interest in favor of
aggressive imperialism, and also by sparking discussion of how the British should promote market-based economic relations in
order to integrate indigenous peoples within their empire. The spread of these new political ideas was facilitated by a large-scale
migration of people involved in the rising from Britain to the colonies, beginning with hundreds of prisoners seized on the field of
battle and continuing in subsequent years to include thousands of men, women and children. Some of the migrants were former
Jacobites and others had stood against the insurrection. The event affected all the British domains.
This is a new edition of the first full-length English-language study of Llywelyn ap Gruffudd (c.1225–82), prince of Wales. In this
scholarly and lucid book, J. Beverley Smith offers an in-depth assessment not only of Llywelyn, but of the age in which he lived.
Llywelyn ap Gruffudd: Prince of Wales is an outstanding work by an author with a perceptive knowledge of the complexities of his
subject. This examination of the triumphs and subsequent reverses of a ruler of exceptional vision and vigour is a substantial
contribution to our understanding of the nature of Welsh politics and the complexities of Anglo-Welsh relations. The author takes
thirteenth-century Wales as a backdrop against which he analyses the relationship between a sense of nationhood and the
practical realities of creating a structure to embrace a unified principality of Wales held under the aegis of the English Crown.
War should be recognised as one of the defining features of life in the England of Henry VIII. Henry fought many wars throughout
his reign, and this book explores how this came to dominate English culture and shape attitudes to the king and to national history,
with people talking and reading about war, and spending money on weaponry and defence.
The collapse of Roman rule in Britain was not so much a sudden catastrophe as a long and drawn-out decline. The 'Celtic' Britons
retreated gradually to the highland areas of Wales, Cornwall and the south-west of Scotland. Control of the fertile eastern lowlands
was lost to warriors of Germanic origin who migrated from the Continent. These Germanic conquerors have become known to
history as the 'Anglo-Saxons'. They were to dominate the lowland zone of Britain until their final defeat at Hastings in 1066. This
title gives an insight into the everyday life, equipment, dress, battle tactics and life on campaign of the typical Anglo-Saxon warrior
of this period – the thegn.
On October 10, 1066 came the last successful invasion of England, when William the Conqueror and his troops faced the AngloSaxon army of Harold Godwinson. Within 6 hours Harold was slain and his country lost. However, it was to be fully 2 centuries
before Anglo-Norman kings would penetrate that wild interiors of Wales and Scotland, and still more centuries were to pass before
Scotland, Wales, and England were united beneath one crown.
Were the English and the Scots always at loggerheads in the fourteenth century? The essays here offer a more nuanced picture.
In his Chronicles, Froissart describes Otterburn as 'the best fought and the most severe' battle of his time. Fought at Redesdale in
Northumberland in August 1388, the battle originated from the ongoing war between the Scots and the English following Robert
Bruce's victory over the English at Bannockburn in 1314. Using all the contemporary sources, this book details the events that led
up to the clash on the borders, examines the opposing armies, their weaponry and their commanders – including the Douglases on
the Scots side and the Percys on the English – and gives a full account of the battle and its aftermath.
The Great Escape for the Great War: the astonishing true story of two World War I prisoners who pulled off one of the most
ingenious escapes of all time. “Fox unspools Jones and Hill’s delightfully elaborate scheme in nail-biting episodes that advance
like a narrative Rube Goldberg machine.”—The New York Times Book Review Imprisoned in a remote Turkish POW camp during
World War I, having survived a two-month forced march and a terrifying shootout in the desert, two British officers, Harry Jones
and Cedric Hill, join forces to bamboozle their iron-fisted captors. To stave off despair and boredom, Jones takes a handmade
Ouija board and fakes elaborate séances for his fellow prisoners. Word gets around, and one day an Ottoman official approaches
Jones with a query: Could Jones contact the spirit world to find a vast treasure rumored to be buried nearby? Jones, a trained
lawyer, and Hill, a brilliant magician, use the Ouija board—and their keen understanding of the psychology of deception—to build a
trap for their captors that will ultimately lead them to freedom. A gripping nonfiction thriller, The Confidence Men is the story of one
of the only known con games played for a good cause—and of a profound but unlikely friendship. Had it not been for “the Great
War,” Jones, the Oxford-educated son of a British lord, and Hill, a mechanic on an Australian sheep ranch, would never have met.
But in pain, loneliness, hunger, and isolation, they formed a powerful emotional and intellectual alliance that saved both of their
lives. Margalit Fox brings her “nose for interesting facts, the ability to construct a taut narrative arc, and a Dickens-level gift for
concisely conveying personality” (Kathryn Schulz, New York) to this tale of psychological strategy that is rife with cunning, danger,
and moments of high farce that rival anything in Catch-22.
Border Fury provides a fascinating account of the period of Anglo-Scottish Border conflict from the Edwardian invasions of 1296
until the Union of the Crowns under James VI of Scotland, James I of England in 1603. It looks at developments in the art of war
during the period, the key transition from medieval to renaissance warfare, the development of tactics, arms, armour and military
logistics during the period. All the key personalities involved are profiled and the typology of each battle site is examined in detail
with the author providing several new interpretations that differ radically from those that have previously been understood.
In 1277 Edward I gathered a huge army and marched into Wales to subdue the rebel Welsh princes. A key part of his strategy was
to erect a castle wherever his army rested. This title takes a detailed look at the design, development and principles of defence of
these Welsh castles, documenting daily life within their walls and the historical events that took place around them. Focusing on
key sites, it highlights the varied castle designs ranging from fortifications based on French models to the defences inspired by
Constantinople, and is illustrated with eight pages of full-colour illustrations and cutaway artwork.
Bannockburn was the climax of the career of King Robert the Bruce. In 1307 King Edward I of England, 'The Hammer of the Scots'
and nemesis of William Wallace, died and his son, Edward II, was not from the same mould. Idle and apathetic, he allowed the
Scots the chance to recover from the grievous punishment inflicted upon them. By 1314 Bruce had captured every major Englishheld castle bar Stirling and Edward II took an army north to subdue the Scots. Pete Armstrong's account of this pivotal campaign
culminates at the decisive battle of Bannockburn that finally won Scotland her independence.
This book details the armies of what is known as "the Rough Wooing" - the most active period of Scottish warfare, which saw
conflicts against both the English Tudor monarchs and notable internal struggles between the Stuart kings and their unruly lords in
the Marches and highlands. Militarily, this covers an important transition period, which saw the change from medieval to
Renaissance armies, with the spread of firearms and cannon, the involvement of various foreign mercenaries and tactics ranging
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from lightning cavalry raids to pitched battles and sieges, as well as early instances of the classic Highland Clan charge. The
author analyzes these changes in the context of the ongoing conflict as well as examining the colorful costumes, armor and
heraldry worn during the period, a diverse mix of late medieval, Elizabethan and Highland clothing and armor. The major battles
are also discussed and described, such as Flodden Field (1513) and Linlithgow Bridge (1526), including engagements between
the armies of rival lords, such as Douglas and Lennox, which could involve up to 10,000 men. Ultimately, this was a time of great
success for the Scots. By the fall of Lauder in 1550 the English had lost every fortress north of the border. Scotland's
independence was secure and 50 years later King James VI of Scotland became the first Stuart king of England.
This is the first book-length treatment of the ‘turncoat’ John Poyer, the man who initiated the Second Civil War through his
rebellion in south Wales in 1648. The volume charts Poyer’s rise from a humble glover in Pembroke to become parliament’s most
significant supporter in Wales during the First Civil War (1642–6), and argues that he was a more complex and significant
individual than most commentators have realised. Poyer’s involvement in the poisonous factional politics of the post-war period
(1646–8) is examined, and newly discovered material demonstrates how his career offers fresh insights into the relationship
between national and local politics in the 1640s, the use of print and publicity by provincial interest groups, and the importance of
local factionalism in understanding the course of the civil war in south Wales. The volume also offers a substantial analysis of
Poyer’s posthumous reputation after his execution by firing squad in April 1649.
The battle of Bannockburn, fought on the fields south of Stirling at midsummer 1314, is the best known event in the history of
Medieval Scotland. It was a unique event. The clash of two armies, each led by a king, followed a clear challenge to a battle to
determine the status of Scotland and its survival as a separate realm. As a key point in the Anglo-Scottish wars of the fourteenth
century, the battle has been extensively discussed, but Bannockburn was also a pivotal event in the history of the British Isles.
This book analyses the road to Bannockburn, the campaign of 1314 and the aftermath of the fight. It demonstrates that in both its
context and legacy the battle had a central significance in the shaping of nations and identities in the late Medieval British Isles.
Osprey's examination of the Battle of Flodden, in which the Scottish and English armies clashed on 9 September 1513. The Scots
were superior in terms of artillery and well-trained in the new Renaissance tactics, whereas the English deployed more traditional
methods. Historically, this battle is well-known as the last in which the longbow played a role and the first in which artillery had a
considerable effect. Recognized as the greatest Scottish defeat in history, it resulted in the death of Scotland's king. It plunged the
country into mourning and extinguished Scotland's threat to Henry VIII's reign for the next three decades. This book examines
battle, the different tactics of the opposing armies and the personalities of the commanders.
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The Civil War fought between Charles I and his Parliament is one of the most momentous conflicts in English history.
This book provides a wholly new perspective by revealing the extent to which the struggle possessed an "ethnic"
dimension, and the impact of that on the forging of English national identity. Stoyle reveals the acute fear of foreign
invasion that gripped England after 1640, when the insular English were placed on the brink of what they perceived as a
national emergency. Stoyle sets the creation of the New Model Army within that context, arguing that its appearance
represented the culmination of a campaign by Oliver Cromwell and others to forge a purely "English" military instrument,
one purged of the foreign solders who had been so prominent in earlier Parliamentarian armies. This self-consciously
"English" army eventually succeeded in wresting back control of the kingdom by defeating the king's forces, reconquering Cornwall and Wales, and expelling all foreign agents.
Known to posterity as Scottorum Malleus - the Hammer of the Scots - Edward I was one of medieval England's most
formidable rulers. In this meticulously researched new history, David Santiuste offers a fresh interpretation of Edward's
military career, with a particular focus on his Scottish wars. This is in part a study of personality: Edward was a
remarkable man. His struggles with tenacious opponents - including Robert the Bruce and William Wallace - have
become the stuff of legend.There is a clear and perceptive account of important military events, notably the Battle of
Falkirk, but the narrative also encompasses the wider impact of Edward's campaigns. He attempted to mobilize
resources - including men, money and supplies - on an unprecedented scale. His wars affected people at all levels of
society, throughout the British Isles.David Santiuste builds up a vivid and convincing description of Edward's campaigns
in Scotland, whilst also exploring the political background. Edward emerges as a man of great conviction, who sought to
bend Scotland to his will, yet also, on occasion, as a surprisingly beleaguered figure. He is presented here as the central
character in a turbulent world, as commander and king.
'Puritan' was originally a term of contempt, and 'Puritanism' has often been stereotyped by critics and admirers alike. As a
distinctive and particularly intense variety of early modern Reformed Protestantism, it was a product of acute tensions
within the post-Reformation Church of England. But it was never monolithic or purely oppositional, and its impact
reverberated far beyond seventeenth-century England and New England. This Companion broadens our understanding
of Puritanism, showing how students and scholars might engage with it from new angles and uncover the surprising
diversity that fermented beneath its surface. The book explores issues of gender, literature, politics and popular culture in
addition to addressing the Puritans' core concerns such as theology and devotional praxis, and coverage extends to Irish,
Welsh, Scottish and European versions of Puritanism as well as to English and American practice. It challenges readers
to re-evaluate this crucial tradition within its wider social, cultural, political and religious contexts.
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